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1. Black holes and neutron stars are fascinating!
Probe extreme physics 

(ultra-dense matter, strong gravity, extreme magnetic fields)

Involved various explosive phenomena 
(FRBs, gravitational wave mergers, supernova explosions)

Study properties of  NSs/BHs + many physical processes

Why X-ray Binaries are Exciting

2. Accretion is a very important process
Occurs everywhere in the universe

(formation stars + planets, evolution galaxies, cosmic web)

Jets and winds have huge impact
(on binaries themselves + surroundings)



What are X-ray binaries 
and how do they work?
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Disk Instability Model
(talk Omer Blaes)

Different Accretion States

Disk wind state

Jet state

Quiescence
No/little 
accretion

We see the brightness
and outflows of  X-ray 

binaries change
depending on 

how fast they are 
accreting ( = eating)

X-ray binary
table manners



Disk Instability Model
(talk Omer Blaes)

Important Open Questions

Disk wind state

Jet state

Quiescence
No/little 
accretion

How are disk winds 
launched?

How does the 
accretion flow 

change?

What happens in 
quiescence?



Connecting to these 
open questions:

Available MSc projects 2022



Project I: Quiescence

Disk Instability Model
(talk Omer Blaes)

Disk wind state

Radio jet state

Quiescence
No/little 
accretion

What happens in 
quiescence?



Project I: Quiescence

What causes X-rays of  quiescent neutron stars?
Thermal glow neutron star

EXO 0748-676 Thermal emission of  
the hot neutron star: 
Measure temperature 
+ study interior of  
neutron star



Project I: Quiescence

What causes X-rays of  quiescent neutron stars?
Thermal glow neutron star + some other process

EXO 0748-676 Non-thermal 
emission: 
unknown origin! 
Weak accretion? 
Magnetosphere?

Is it the same in 
all neutron stars?



Project I: Quiescence

What causes X-rays of  quiescent neutron stars?
Ongoing accretion or magnetosphere emission?
Data: X-ray satellite data several neutron stars
XMM-Newton, Chandra

origin?

XMM-Newton

Chandra



Project I: Quiescence

What causes X-rays of  quiescent neutron stars?
Ongoing accretion or magnetosphere emission?
Data: X-ray satellite data several neutron stars
XMM-Newton, Chandra XMM-Newton

Chandra

Project co-supervisor:

Stefanie Fijma
PhD candidate @ API



Project II: Changing Accretion

Disk Instability Model
(talk Omer Blaes)

Disk wind state

Jet state

Quiescence
No/little 
accretion

How does the 
accretion flow 

change?



Project II: Changing Accretion
X-rays come from the hot inner disk

Infrared can be from disk, jet, donor, hot flow

nIR

X-rays

What dominates at what accretion rate?



Project II: Changing Accretion
Previous studies only done at high X-ray 

luminosity (= high accretion rate)

What happens 
at low X-ray 
luminosity? 

Tells you how 
the accretion 
flow changes!

?

Russell et al. 2006; 2007



Project II: Changing Accretion

How does the accretion flow change?
Do the infrared emission mechanisms change?
Data: infrared + X-ray data of  many NSs + BHs
6.5m Magellan telescope, Swift



Project II: Changing Accretion

How does the accretion flow change?
Do the infrared emission mechanisms change?
Data: infrared + X-ray data of  many NSs + BHs
6.5m Magellan telescope, Swift

Project collaborator:

dr. Juan Hernandez Santisteban
University of  St. Andrews (Schotland)



Project III: Disk Winds

Disk Instability Model
(talk Omer Blaes)

Disk wind state

Jet state

Quiescence
No/little 
accretion

How are disk winds 
launched?

You will develop an 
algorithm to find 

winds !



Project III: Disk Winds

Observables
line species
line shift
line width
line depth

Physical information
velocity of  plasma
ionization state
(column) density
where the plasma is



Project III: Disk Winds

How are disk winds launched?
We need to find more winds!



Project III: Disk Winds

How are disk winds launched?
We need to find more winds!

Often not easy to spot by eye



Project III: Disk Winds

How are disk winds launched?
We need to find more winds!

Often not easy to spot by eye à can we 
develop an efficient search technique?



Project III: Disk Winds

How are disk winds launched?
How can we better search for disk winds in data?
Data: Satellite data several neutron stars (X-ray)
XMM-Newton, Chandra

XMM-Newton Chandra



Project III: Disk Winds

How are disk winds launched?
How can we better search for disk winds in data?
Data: Satellite data several neutron stars (X-ray)
XMM-Newton, Chandra

XMM-Newton Chandra

Disclaimer: Challenging project! 
Needs coding skills + lots of  initiative



Project III: Disk Winds

How are disk winds launched?
How can we better search for disk winds in data?
Data: Satellite data several neutron stars (X-ray)
XMM-Newton, Chandra

Project collaborator:

dr. Jakob van den Eijnden
University of  Oxford (UK)

Disclaimer: Challenging project! 
Needs coding skills + lots of  initiative



Disk Instability Model
(talk Omer Blaes)

Summary Projects

III. Finding 
disk winds

(coding + X-ray)

I. What happens 
in quiescence

(X-ray)

II. Understanding 
accretion flow changes

(X-ray + infrared)



Techniques and Skills

1. Handling astronomical data
Data reduction 
Analysis skills
NASA + other software

2. Simple to advanced coding or 
scripting 

Efficient + systematic analysis

All projects: involve X-ray data analysis
unexplored grounds



Get in Touch!

Message me @API SLACK
degenaar@uva.nl

More projects at nathaliedegenaar.com





Current Group @ API

Stefanie Fijma
PhD student

Giorgos Zervas
Yr-2 MSc student

Sophie Schot
Final-Yr BSc

(Tech. University)

Yr-2 MSc student

Konstantinos 
ZafeiropoulosNathalie Degenaar

API faculty

Eleanora Caruso
Yr-1 MSc 

(Astrovaria)

Daan de Rijk
Yr-3 BSc

(BSc project)



MSc Project Life

1. One-on-one with daily supervisor  (= me)
Weekly + when needed (open door policy)

2. Group meeting: news, results, progress
Weekly

3. Joint meeting: with group Rudy Wijnands
Weekly

4. Social meetings: lunches, celebrations, dinners
Few times per year

Ask (former) fellow students for their experience
(e.g. Giorgos, Konstantinos, Eleonora, Stefanie)



Companion stars + accretion disks very similar

But: neutron stars have a solid surface + magnetic field

à Can affect inner part of  accretion disk + winds & jets

Black Holes versus Neutron Stars
Black hole Neutron star




